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Abstract

We propose a dilution bias correction approach to deal with the errors-in-variables
problem observed in realized volatility (RV) measures. The absolute di�erence be-
tween daily and monthly RV is shown to be proportional to the relative magnitude
of the measurement error. Therefore, in implementing the latter metric, and in al-
lowing the daily autoregressive parameter to vary as a function of the error term, the
result is more responsive forecasts with greater persistence (faster mean-reversion)
when the measurement error is low (high). Empirical results indicate that our
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GARCH models across various forecasting horizons.
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1 Introduction

Asset return volatility plays a crucial role in a number of practical �nancial manage-

ment decisions, for which reason extensive e�orts have been made to provide real-time

estimates and forecasts of current and future volatility. Unlike returns, volatility is not

directly observable, but rather inherently latent. This poses several challenges, where

the most relevant is related to the errors-in-variable problem associated with the mea-

surement of the realization of the forecasted variable. Constructed as the summation

of �nely sampled squared high-frequency returns, the use of so-called realized volatility

(RV) does provide consistent estimates of the true latent volatility, but in �nite samples

the estimates are subject to measurement errors (e.g. Andersen et al., 2005; Andreou and

Ghysels, 2002).1 The additive errors-in-variables problem leads to a dilution bias in the

HAR models, that automatically delivers insigni�cant coe�cients with values decreasing

towards zero. This is because the errors make the RV less persistent than the true la-

tent process (e.g. Andersen et al., 2003; Bollerslev et al., 2016). This also produces a

downward bias in the estimates of the R2s (e.g. Andersen et al., 2011; Meddahi, 2003).

In light of the above, this paper proposes an alternative approach to correct the

dilution bias observed in the HAR-type models when RV is unreliable.2 We named

our model DBC-HAR, where �DBC� stands for dilution bias correction. We note that

on days where RV is unreliable, the daily RV is much larger than both the weekly and

monthly RV, with the latter being less prone to errors. Therefore, we rely on the absolute

di�erence between the daily and monthly RV as a metric of the relative magnitude of

the measurement error. By implementing this metric in the DBC-HAR model, we allow

the daily autoregressive parameter to dynamically load more (less) weight to the daily

coe�cient in days with low (high) levels of measurement error. Thereby, the DBC-HAR

model displays stronger persistence during reliable days, and faster mean-reversion during

unreliable days.

Although the literature regarding modelling RV and RV-based forecasting is extensive,

1The use of RV as a proxy for the true latent proxy is documented in the work of Andersen and
Bollerslev (1998); Andersen et al. (2001, 2003); Barndor�-Nielsen and Shephard (2002a,b), inter alios.

2We refer to (un)reliable RV to the case where RV is (less) more precisely estimated.
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the issue of measurement error has generally been ignored. Hansen and Lunde (2014) and

Andersen et al. (2011) are among the few who propose a remedy for modelling unreliable

RV. Their remedy is to use standard instrumental variables to deal with the errors-in-

variables and an ARMA model to correct the errors in RV. However, they assume that

the errors are homoskedastic. Bollerslev et al. (2016) were the �rst to successfully deal

with the issue of heteroskedastic measurement error. They show that, with errors present,

the RV is equal to the sum of the true latent volatility process and an error term. Thus,

they propose the HAR-Q model that uses the asymptotic distribution of the RV, where

they show that the square root of the Realized Quarticity (RQ) is proportional to the

measurement error. More recently, Cipollini et al. (2020) argue that the square root of

the RQ o�ers a numerical approximation to the RV, and therefore it is more appropriate

to use the RV as the RQ is more sensitive to outliers.3

The speci�cations of Bollerslev et al. (2016) and Cipollini et al. (2020) address the

issue of the measurement error using very similar approaches. The RQ1/2 ≈ δRV , where

δ is a correction for numerical di�erences, as that RQ and RV rely respectively in fourth

and second order returns. It is well-known (Andersen et al., 2010; Barndor�-Nielsen and

Shephard, 2002a,b) that both the RQ and RV are very sensitive to the presence of jumps,

noise and volatility bursts. This means that the level of the RQ and RV can increase

substantially for reasons other than the degree of the measurement error, sending a wrong

signal to the HAR speci�cation. By contrast,the DBC-HAR model relies in the di�erence

between the daily and monthly RV. As the latter averages 22 daily RVs, the measurement

error issue is very small. Thereby, in the absence (presence) of measurement error the

average di�erence of these two measures is expected to be (much greater) zero, while

when jumps and volatility bursts are present, they impact both measures providing a

more robust metric for the measurement error than just using the RQ1/2 or RV.

We evaluate the forecasting improvements a�orded by the DBC-HAR model at both

univariate and multivariate level. For multivariate forecasts, we propose the DBC-HAR-

DRD framework. This speci�cation decomposes the covariance matrix into a diagonal

3Buccheri and Corsi (2019) use a Kalman �lter to forecasting unreliable RV.
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matrix of standard deviations and a correlation matrix. The individual variances are

modelled using univariate DBC-HAR models, whereas the correlation matrix is modelled

using a scalar multivariate HAR model (Chiriac and Voev, 2011). Bollerslev et al. (2018)

show that the performance of the HAR-DRD framework is superior to that of the vech-

HAR model of Chiriac and Voev (2011),4 as it allows for more dynamic dependencies

by modelling the realized volatilities independently and because the measurement error

of the correlation coe�cient ρt is limited by |ρt| ≤ 1. Our benchmark models are the

HAR and HARQ models at the univariate level, whereas the HAR-DRD and HARQ-

DRD proposed respectively by Oh and Patton (2016) and Bollerslev et al. (2018) are the

multivariate benchmark models.

The main �ndings are summarized as follows. Using Monte Carlo simulations and em-

pirical analyses we show that the time-varying nature of our model provides signi�cant in-

and out-of-sample improvements relative to the HAR model. The improved performance

of the DBC-HAR model is obtained by the dynamic allocation of weights, so delivering

more persistent forecasts during periods where the measurement error is low, and quickly

mean reversion forecasts on periods where RV is unreliable. This �nding is con�rmed

by the greater level of persistence and smaller mean lag value of the DBC-HAR models,

as compared with the HAR model. These forecasting gains are also obtained when us-

ing both longer forecasting horizons and di�erent sampling frequencies. The DBC-HAR

model consistently outperforms the forecasts of the HAR model when the data are split

by regimes (pre-crisis and crisis period). This highlights that our model performs equally

well across periods of low and high measurement error.

The DBC-HAR model generally outperforms the forecasts of the HAR-Q models for

SPY, whereas for the stock average the performance of both models is of similar magni-

tude. By comparison, the DBC-HAR model is always retained by the model con�dence

set of Hansen et al. (2011) for SPY and excluded up to two-times for the individual stocks.

On the other hand, the HAR-Q model is always excluded at h = 1 for SPY and up to

�ve-times for the stock average. This suggests that the DBC-HAR model provides on

4Bollerslev et al. (2018) also propose the vech-HARQmodel however, the forecasts of the HARQ-DRD
model outperforms those of the vech-HARQ model.
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average more accurate out-of-sample forecasts than both the HAR and HAR-Q models.

The multivariate forecast results indicate that the DBC-HAR-DRD model renders

generally the best out-of-sample performance, which is always retained by the MCS. By

contrast, both the HAR-DRD and the HARQ-DRD are at least excluded once by the

MCS. The statistical improvements are also observed in terms of portfolio allocation.

The DBC-HAR-DRD model displays the smallest variance and turnover along with the

highest Sharpe ratio. This suggests that an investor would maximize her wealth after

transaction costs by investing based on the DBC-HAR-DRD strategy.

The model correction a�orded by the DBC-HAR speci�cation can easily be incorpo-

rated into more sophisticated HAR models, such as the HAR-J and HAR-CJ of Andersen

et al. (2007),5 as well as into the continuous HAR (CHAR) model outlined in Bollerslev

et al. (2016). The results con�rm the superiority of our proposed speci�cation, as the

extended DBC-HAR models generally produce signi�cantly smaller QKILE losses than

both the HAR and the standard extended HAR models.

We also study the sensitivity of our metric to the use of di�erent functional forms, such

as the logarithmic and square root functions, and compare the forecasts of the DBC-HAR

model to those of more e�cient noise-robust measures based on a HAR speci�cation.

First, using the square root function to estimate our metric, results in good out-of-

sample performance, albeit the standard metric generally dominates. Second, the DBC-

HAR model signi�cantly outperforms the forecasts of the noise-robust measures across

all forecasting horizons.

Finally, we show that our correction mechanism can be successfully applied to the

GARCH family. Using the GARCH and GJR-GARCH models, we show that taking

into account the measurement error in RV, not only improves the in-sample �tting of

the models and reduces the standard errors, it also increases the out-of-sample forecast

accuracy between 0.8�2 percentage points.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the modelling

5The HAR-J and HAR-CJ models have been extensively used in the RV-based forecasting literature
(e.g. Busch et al., 2011; Corsi et al., 2010; Duong and Swanson, 2015; Giot and Laurent, 2007, and the
references therein).
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framework and outlines the forecasting models. Here, the DBC-HAR model is described

along with its multivariate extension, the DBC-HAR-DRD model. We also describe our

metric for measuring the relative magnitude of the measurement error. Section 3 presents

the simulation and empirical results. The empirical results show the forecasting perfor-

mance at the univariate and multivariate level. Section 4 provides a set of robustness

checks that: a) study the sensitivity of our measurement error metric to di�erent func-

tional forms; b) evaluate the out-of-sample performance of the DBC-HAR models to

HAR models based on more e�cient noise-robust measures; c) evaluate the performance

of alternative DBC-HAR models; d) extend the DBC approach to the GARCH family,

showing that GARCH models also improve their performance after accounting for the

errors in RV. Section 5 concludes.

2 Modelling Framework

Let us assume that the data generating process Xt (log-price) is a real-valued process

that can be included in a standard probability space, in the form of an Ito's semimartin-

gale:

dXt = µtdt+ σtdWt + dJt, (1)

where Wt is a standard Brownian motion, µt is a predictable drift, σt is spot volatility

which is both adapted and cádlág. dJt = ktdqt is a jump process where qt is a non-

explosive Poisson process whose intensity is an adapted stochastic process λt, and kt is

the adapted random variable measuring the size of the jump at time t and satisfying,

∀t ∈ [0, T ], P[kt = 0] = 0.

In practice, say, for risk management purposes, we are interested in forecasting the

Quadratic Variation (QV) of the process in equation (1), which takes the following form:

QVt =

∫ t

0

σ2
sds+

∑
0≤s≤t

(∆Xs)
2, (2)
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where the time unit is one day. ∆Xs := Xs −Xs− 6= 0, if and only if X jumps at time s.

The QV is not directly observable, but can be proxied using the realized variance de�ned

by the sum of intraday squared returns:

RVt =

b1/∆nc∑
i=1

|∆n
iX|2, (3)

where ∆n
i = Xi∆n −X(i−1)∆n is the ∆n-period intraday returns. The RV is a consistent

estimator as ∆n → 0 (see, e.g. Andersen and Bollerslev, 1998; Andersen et al., 2003).

In the absence of jumps, Barndor�-Nielsen and Shephard (2002a) show that the RV

converges in probability to the Integrated Variation (IV), thereby allowing the asymptotic

distribution of the realized variance to be derived:6

(RVt − IVt)
L−→ N (0, 2∆nIQt), (4)

where the IQt, is de�ned as:

IQt =

∫ t

0

σ4
sds. (5)

Barndor�-Nielsen and Shephard (2002a) show that the IQt is consistently estimated by

the realized quarticity:

RQt =
1

3∆n

b1/∆nc∑
i=1

|∆n
iX|4. (6)

As shown by Andersen et al. (2010), the RQ involves the estimation of fourth order return

moments. This provides a very imprecise estimator, which is highly non-robust in many

realistic scenarios, even in the absence of jumps. In the absence of market microstructure

noise and jumps, the asymptotic distribution of the RQ is:

(RQt − IQt)
L−→ N

(
0,∆nϑ

∫ t

0

σ8
sds

)
, (7)

6Jacod (2008) derives the asymptotic distribution of RV for Brownian semimartingale processes with
jumps.
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where ϑ is a known constant and is approximately 10.66.7

2.1 Forecasting Models

The HAR Model

The standard HAR model introduced by Corsi (2009) has become the natural bench-

mark for modelling and forecasting realized volatility. As demonstrated by Corsi (2009),

the HAR model captures volatility persistence in a simple and parsimonious way using

daily, weekly, and monthly lags of the volatility series. The HAR model is de�ned as:

RVt,t+h = β0 + βdRVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + εt+h, (8)

where RVt,t+h = h−1[RVt+1 + RVt+2 + · · ·+ RVt+h] aggregates information between {t+

1, t+ h}.

The HAR-Q Model

As it is only a proxy of the true latent volatility, RV is subject to measurement error.

As shown by Bollerslev et al. (2016), the variance of the RV measurement error is a

function of the IQ; the greater the variance of the measurement error, the less persistent

the observed process. To cater for this, they allow the daily parameter to vary as a

function of the square root of the RQ as follows:

RVt,t+h = β0 +
(
βd + βdQRQ

1/2
t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

βd,t

RVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + εt+h, (9)

where the interaction between the lagged RV and the lagged RQ1/2 provides a remedy

for the dilution bias, as the daily parameter receives less weight when the value of RQ1/2

is high, provided that βdQ < 0.

7Andersen et al. (2012) show that the minimum and median RQ are less e�cient than the RQt.
However, these estimators are robust to jumps.
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The DBC-HAR Model

The proposed Dilution Bias Correction HAR (DBC-HAR) o�ers a simple model ad-

justment for the attenuation bias induced by the additive errors-in-variables problem.

We show that the measurement error is proportional to the absolute di�erence between

the daily and monthly RV. As the monthly RV is constructed using a moving average

of 22 RVs, this estimator is less prone to measurement error. This observation follows

a similar rationale to the sub-sampling estimator of Zhang et al. (2005) and the pre-

averaging method of Jacod et al. (2009). To illustrate, let K be the number of lags

to include, or sometimes called a bandwidth parameter, so if one averages K RVs, i.e.

(RVt + RVt−1 + · · · + RVt−K)/K, the averaged RV is closer to the true latent process,

and it turns out that the variance of the error term is reduced by a factor of 1/K. This

can be shown using a simple example, in which the error term is i.i.d. and the RV follows

the process:

RVt = IVt + ηt, ηt ∼ i.i.d.N (0, ω2), (10)

RV t = IV t + ηt, ηt ∼ i.i.d.N (0, ω2/K). (11)

To provide a more realistic example, Figure 1 plots the empirical distribution of the mea-

surement error estimated as RVt/IVt−1 across both sampling frequencies and forecasting

horizons using the simulation set by equation (16).8 Figure 1 shows that daily RV always

has greater measurement error, with a distribution that is much more dispersed and right

skewed, than the weekly and monthly RV. The latter is the least a�ected measure of the

three horizons, with most of its values centered on zero. By implication, with measure-

ment error present, the RV generally overestimates the IV. Hence, the absolute di�erence

between the daily and monthly RV indicates the relative magnitude of the measurement

error observed in the daily RV.

The HAR model normally assigns greater weights to weekly and monthly RVs, as

8As shown in Section 3.1, our structure accounts for the main stylized facts observed in asset prices.
These are: leverage e�ect, diurnal e�ect, extreme returns, and microstructure noise. The variance of the
microstructure noise is assumed to be constant throughout a day, but changes from day-to-day.
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these variables are less prone to errors (see, Figure 1). Thereby, the HAR model adjusts

slowly to new market information. By contrast, the time-varying allocation allows the

DBC-HAR model to react faster to new information. This is because in periods of

low measurement error, the DBC-HAR model places greater weight on more recent RV,

generating more persistent forecasts.

We de�ne the DBC-HAR model as follows:

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βd + α|RVt −RVt−22,t|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
θd,t

RVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + εt+h, (12)

where α is expected to be negative. In other words, when the measurement error rises

(RVt � RVt−22,t), the information contained in the current RV decreases, and therefore

θd,t tends to zero. This e�ect is very similar to that produced by the HAR-Q model; when

the daily RV is high (and hence a high RQ) less weight is allocated to the daily lagged RV.

Along these lines, Figure 2 illustrates the time-varying dynamics of the DBC-HAR and

HAR-Q models for SPY. These parameters indeed capture the heteroskedastic feature of

the measurement error, where their weights are generally well above the constant daily

estimate of the HAR model. Few di�erences can be drawn between θd,t and βdQ , where

the most relevant is that βdQ becomes largely negative on days with high RQ.

Multivariate Forecasts

Chiriac and Voev (2011) show that the HAR structure can be employed to forecast

the covariance matrix in a vech-HAR framework. The extremely parsimonious struc-

ture of this model ensures that the forecasted covariance matrices are positive de�nite.

However, Bollerslev et al. (2018) show that covariances are also subject to measurement

error, which must be taken into account when modelling and forecasting realized covari-

ances. Therefore, they proposed a vech-HARQ model that extends the HAR-Q to the

multivariate framework using the asymptotic theory developed by Barndor�-Nielsen and

Shephard (2004). Estimating the realized quarticity for each element of the covariance

matrix is a very challenging task, and given that the asymptotic standard deviation of
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the correlation coe�cient ρt approximately equals 1 − ρ2
t , which is therefore limited by

|ρt| ≤ 1 (Barndor�-Nielsen and Shephard, 2004).

An alternative approach to the multivariate HAR framework is the HAR-DRD of Oh

and Patton (2016).9 This model allows for more general dynamic dependencies as it

models the variances and correlations separately:

Ht = DtRtDt, (13)

where Dt denotes the diagonal matrix of standard deviations, and Rt is the correlation

matrix. In the HAR-DRD model, the individual variances are modelled by univariate

HAR models, and the conditional correlation matrix is modelled using a scalar multi-

variate HAR model (Chiriac and Voev, 2011). This yields to three di�erent models, the

HAR-DRD (Oh and Patton, 2016), the HARQ-DRD (Bollerslev et al., 2018) and the pro-

posed DBC-HAR-DRD. The volatilities of these models are estimated using univariate

HAR, HARQ and DBC-HAR models respectively. Our choice of the HAR-DRD frame-

work, for modelling and forecasting the realized covariance matrices, is motivated by i)

the measurement error of the correlation coe�cient is bounded; ii) the model allows for

more general dynamics by modelling the variances independently; iii) Bollerslev et al.

(2018) show that the HAR-DRD model provides the best performance.

2.1.1 Forecasting Evaluation

We evaluate the out-of-sample performance of the DBC-HAR model in relation to

two benchmarks: the HAR and HAR-Q models. We consider horizons h = 1, 5, 22,

corresponding to one day, one week, and one month. To estimate the models, we use a

rolling window regression of size 1000 days, which is approximately 4 years.

We use the quasi-likelihood (QLIKE) loss function to evaluate the prediction of the

models. The QLIKE has been shown to be robust to noise in the proxy for (co)variance

9This decomposition was originally applied in the context of a multivariate GARCH model by Boller-
slev (1990), although the correlation coe�cient was assumed to be constant.
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in Patton (2011) and Laurent et al. (2013):

QLIKE(Ht, Ft) = Tr
(
HtF

−1
t

)
− log |HtF

−1
t | −N, (14)

where Ft is the out-of-sample forecast of the realized (co)variance, Ht represents the

(co)variance proxy, and N is the number of assets. We also employ the Model Con�dence

Set (MCS) procedure of Hansen et al. (2011) to identify the (sub)set of models that

signi�cantly outperform the others. LetM denote the set of all the models under analysis.

We de�ne dh,i,j = L(RVt, F
(i)
t ) − L(RVt, F

(j)
t ) as the di�erence in the loss of the model

i and the model j, where i 6= j. We use the QLIKE as loss function L and de�ne the

following test statistics:

thi,j =
d̄h,i,j√

Var(d̄h,i,j)
, ∀i, j ∈M, (15)

where d̄h,i,j is the average loss di�erence. The MCS test statistics are given by TM =

maxi,j∈M |thi,j| and the null hypothesis, H0, is equal predictive ability. We implement the

MCS using 10,000 bootstrap resamples and a block window of 20 days. Surviving models

are then retained with a con�dence level zα = 0.1.

3 Simulated and Empirical Results

3.1 Monte Carlo Evidence

A simulation study is undertaken to investigate further the performance of the DBC-

HAR model. Simulations are based on the two-factor stochastic volatility (SV2F) model

as commonly used to generate intraday returns (e.g. Barndor�-Nielsen et al., 2008; Boller-
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slev et al., 2016; Huang and Tauchen, 2005):

dpt = µdt+ σutνt

(
ρ1dW

(ν1)
t + ρ2dW

(ν2)
t +

√
1− ρ2

1 − ρ2
2dW

(p)
t

)
,

ν2
t = s-exp

(
γ0 + γ1ν

2
1t + γ2ν

2
2t

)
,

dν2
1t = α1ν

2
1tdt+ dW

(ν1)
t ,

dν2
2t = α2ν

2
2tdt+ (1 + φν2

2t)dW
(ν2)
t ,

σut = C + Ae−at +Be−b(1−t),

(16)

where W
(ν1)
t , W

(ν2)
t , and W

(p)
t are standard Brownian motions, and s-exp is the usual

exponential function with a linear growth function splined in at high values of its argument

to avoid an explosive behavior.10 The process ν1t is the persistent factor and the process

ν2t is the strongly mean-reverting factor. The persistent factor is initialized by drawing

ν10 ∼ N (0,−1/2α1) and p0 = log(25). Following Huang and Tauchen (2005), we set

µ = 0.03, γ0 = −1.2, γ1 = 0.04, γ2 = 1.5, α1 = −0.00137, α2 = −1.386, φ = 0.25, and

ρ1 = ρ2 = −0.3, where the parameters are expressed in daily units. For the diurnal U-

shape function, we follow Hasbrouck (1999) and Andersen et al. (2012), and set A = 0.75,

B = 0.25, C = 0.88929198, and a = b = 10, respectively. One common feature of high-

frequency data is the presence of market microstructure noise. To account for this feature,

we follow Barndor�-Nielsen et al. (2008) generating i.i.d. noise from ut,i ∼ N (0, ω2
t ),

with ω2
t = ξ2

∫ t
0
ν2
sds, and where ξ is the noise-to-signal ratio. The variance of the

noise is constant during any given day, but changes from day to day. So, we observe a

contaminated process of the form: Yt,i = Xt,i + ut,i.

The simulations are generated using an Euler scheme based on 23,400 intervals for each

of the T = 2000 days in the sample. We then aggregate these prices sparsely sampled

and construct 5 di�erent sampling frequencies, 1-min, 2-min, 5-min, 10-min, and 15-

min which correspond to 390, 195, 78, 39, and 26 intraday observations per day. The

forecasting exercise uses a window size of 700 days,11 updating the coe�cient estimates

10s-exp(x) =

{ exp(x0)√
x0−x2

0+x2
, if x > x0,

exp(x), otherwise.
Where x0 ≡ log(1.5).

11The window size mimics the proportion used in our empirical analysis, i.e. ≈ 35% of the sample
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at every iteration. We use 200 replications for every sampling frequency.

Table 1 summarizes the key in-sample and out-of-sample �ndings. In 4 panels, we

report i) the adjusted R2, ii) the out-of-sample QLIKE, which is standardized by the loss

of the HAR model, iii) the mean lag, and iv) the persistence. The mean lag indicates

the location of the lag weights. The lower the mean lag, the greater the weight on more

recent RVs.

The DBC-HAR model always improves on the �t of the HAR model irrespective of

the forecasting horizon or sampling frequency under analysis. Compared to the HAR-Q

model, the DBC-HAR generally delivers a greater R2
adj, where the di�erence narrows as

the time-interval widens. The out-of-sample standardized losses show the DBC-HAR

model to give more accurate volatility predictions, with gains as large as 3 percentage

points observed at h = 1. Whereas the DBC-HAR model normally outperforms the HAR-

Q model across sampling frequencies and forecasting horizons, the gains are narrower than

those observed over the HAR model. This is expected as both models account for the

dilution bias observed in the HAR structure, with the only di�erence being the metric

employed in estimating the measurement error.

The mean lag (third panel) shows the DBC-HAR model placing greater weight on

the daily RV than the HAR model. The smaller mean lag ensures higher daily estimates,

which in turn provide both a faster reaction to new information, and more persistent

forecasts in periods of low measurement error. The greater persistence is con�rmed in

the fourth panel of Table 1, where the DBC-HAR model is shown to be more persistent

than the HAR model. With few di�erences between the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models,

we nevertheless observe slightly bigger persistence in the DBC-HAR model across all

forecasting horizons when returns are sampled every 5 minutes. As shown in panels 3 and

4, the mean lag increases and persistence decreases for all of the models as the number of

observations per day falls (i.e. from 1-min to 15-min). This implies that lower frequencies

generally reduce forecasting performance, because �nite sample problems increases the

level of measurement error. However, the HAR model is most a�ected.

size.
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3.2 Empirical Results

3.2.1 Data

Our empirical study uses the S&P 500 ETF (SPY) to represent an aggregate market

index and 12 Down Jones constituents. These stocks were continuously traded during

our sample period, i.e. from January 3, 2000 to December 31, 2010. The aggregate

market index and all the individual stocks are obtained from TickData database, and

the data for each individual stock and aggregate market are aggregated from tick level

using the previous tick interpolation. We retrieve data sampled every 2-, 5-, and 10-

minutes, as equivalent to 390, 78, and 39 intraday observations per day. These sampling

frequencies provide a good variance-bias trade-o� (see, e.g. Aït-Sahalia et al., 2005; Bandi

and Russell, 2006; Hansen and Lunde, 2006), and are standard choices in the literature

when market microstructure noise e�ects are not a subject of interest.

Table 2 reports summary statistics for the RV of the SPY and the 12 stocks under

analysis. In addition to the usual summary measures for the RV, we report summary

statistics for the absolute di�erence of the RVt and RVt−22,t (Panel B), and for cases where

this di�erence is positive (RVt − RVt−22,t)
+ (Panel C), and negative (RVt − RVt−22,t)

−

(Panel D). The observed variation demonstrated by the descriptive statistics in Panel A

illustrates the heterogeneity of our data, which is desirable for the empirical analysis.

Panel B shows the absolute di�erence between the daily and monthly RVs. If no

measurement error were present, one would expect the average of this di�erence to be

zero. However, the mean and standard deviation range respectively from 0.669�2.757 and

1.862�7.660. The implied presence of errors in RV, is con�rmed by the maximum value of

this absolute di�erence. Across our sample, AXP shows the biggest RV with a max RV of

299.968, while the max value of AXP in Panel B is 250.039. This implies that during this

day the RV is less reliable. Figure 3 rea�rms this �nding by plotting the 95% con�dence

bands for the RV of AXP together with its daily and monthly RV. The wider con�dence

bands on 2008-10-10 con�rms that the RV is less reliable. A similar conclusion is reached

via our metric which also shows the largest di�erence between the daily and monthly RV

to coincide with the 2008-10-10 date.
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Panels C and D split the absolute di�erence by sign, so that Panel C reports positive

values (RVt > RVt−22,t), and Panel D reports the negative di�erence (RVt < RVt−22,t).

For almost two-thirds of the sample data, monthly RV exceeds daily RV, with the biggest

di�erence occurring where RVt > RVt−22,t. On average the largest positive di�erence is 5

times bigger than its negative counterpart. These results are in line with the simulation

result in Figure 1, which shows the distribution of the errors in daily RV to be generally

shifted to the right.

3.2.2 Univariate Forecasts

In-sample Estimation Results

Table 3 reports in-sample coe�cient estimates together with measures of �t, mean

lag, and persistence values for the HAR, HAR-Q, and DBC-HAR models for SPY using

three forecast horizons based on 5 minutes returns; i.e. h = 1 (day), h = 5 (week),

and h = 22 (month).12 Standard errors are estimated using a Newey-West HAC robust

estimator. This allows for serial correlation of up to order 5 (h = 1), 10 (h = 5), and 44

(h = 22), since the random error term in the models is serially correlated at least up to

order h − 1. Starred values indicate the in-sample �t of the models to be signi�cantly

better than that of the HAR model based on the Rivers and Vuong (2002) test at the 5%

signi�cance level. The bottom panel of Table 3 presents the mean lag, adjusted R2 and

persistence level as an average of all the individual stocks.

The estimates of the HAR model are generally signi�cant and more weight is allocated

to the weekly and monthly lags, which is in line with both previous �ndings in the

literature (e.g. Andersen et al., 2007; Corsi, 2009) and our Monte Carlo exercise. On the

other hand, the DBC-HAR model signi�cantly improves on the �t of the HAR model, and

displays a daily coe�cient almost 3 times higher than the HAR daily coe�cient. These

results hold true across forecasting horizons and sampling frequencies. The α estimate

is consistently negative and strongly signi�cant. This means that α reduces the weight

allocated to the daily estimate when the RV is less reliable (greater measurement error)

12In-sample estimates are not reported for other sampling frequencies since the results are qualitatively
similar. They are available upon request.
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reverting quickly to its long term mean while, when the reverse occurs, the DBC-HAR

model displays stronger persistence than the HAR model.13 In addition, the DBC-HAR

model responds better to changes in information signal since greater weight is assigned

to more recent information, as opposed to the HAR model that gives greater weight to

older information. This �nding is also supported by the mean lags of the DBC-HAR

model which are almost 2 and 1.2 times smaller than those of the HAR model at h = 1

and h = 22, respectively.

Although the DBC-HAR provides a better model speci�cation for modelling and fore-

casting RV than the HAR model, the HAR-Q model of Bollerslev et al. (2016) is a natural

benchmark in that it provides a time-varying structure which addresses the measurement

error based on the level of the RQ. While both models signi�cantly outperform the in-

sample �t of the HAR model, based on the Rivers and Vuong test at the 5% level, few

di�erences can be drawn from the in-sample �t of these two models. Nevertheless, we

�nd that the DBC-HAR (HAR-Q) model improves on the �t of the HAR-Q (DBC-HAR)

model for the stock average (SPY).

To further contrast the dynamics of the time-varying parameters of the DBC-HAR

(θd,t) and HAR-Q (βd,t) models with the constant daily estimate of the HAR model,

Figures 4 and 5 respectively plot the time-varying and constant daily estimates of the

SPY and IBM. For ten consecutive trading days, both Figures plot the time-varying

parameters (top panel), the daily and monthly RV (middle panel), and the 1-day ahead

�tted values (bottom panel). The plots on the left (right) panel represent days with low

(high) volatility. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, θd,t and βd,t are of similar magnitude and

well above the daily constant estimate of the HAR model when the level of measurement

error is low. By contrast, the right top panel shows that both time-varying estimates fall

below the daily HAR coe�cient when RVt � RVt−22,t. During less volatile periods, and

therefore low levels of measurement error, the DBC-HAR model provides more accurate

1-day ahead forecasts than both the HAR and HAR-Q models. Conversely, when the

13The sum of the autoregressive coe�cients for the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models occasionally exceed
unity at h = 1. However, this does not necessarily imply non-stationary, as the temporal variation in the
realized variance measures may induce stationarity (see, for instance, Conley et al., 1997; Nielsen and
Rahbek, 2014, for a discussion of volatility induced stationarity).
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level of measurement error is high, the three models rely heavily in information from

weekly and monthly lags, thereby resulting in similar out-of-sample performance across

these days.

Out-of-sample Forecasts Results

Table 4 reports the out-of-sample results for the SPY and for the average of the

individual stocks across all sampling frequencies (2-, 5-, and 10-minutes), and forecasting

horizons (1-, 5-, and 22-day).14 The reported QLIKE losses are standardized by the losses

of the HAR models. This clari�es comparisons since values below 1.0 indicate that the

models outperform the HAR model. We also report the p-values of the Model Con�dence

Set (MCS) of Hansen et al. (2011), which are estimated using 10,000 bootstrap resamples

and a block window of 20 days length. The surviving models are retained using a 10%

con�dence level. The starred values highlight the retained models for the SPY while, for

the average stocks, we report the number of times each model is retained by the MCS.

The smallest and highest p-value are reported in brackets.

For SPY, unlike the DBC-HAR model, the HAR and HAR-Q models are excluded by

the MCS. For instance, the HAR-Q model is excluded at h = 1 across all horizons, while

the HAR model is never retained when returns are sampled every 5 minutes. On several

occasions the DBC-HAR model renders signi�cantly smaller losses than the HAR and

HAR-Q models. We �nd only two cases in which the DBC-HAR model is outperformed:

at h = 5 when sampling every 2 minutes, and at h = 22 when the sampling occurs every

10 minutes.

For average stocks, the DBC-HAR model is generally retained by the MCS. The one

exception is when returns are sampled every 2- and 5-minutes, and there are two excep-

tions when returns are sampled every 10-minutes. In line with the results of the SPY,

the HAR model is excluded 45% of the time across sampling frequency and forecasting

horizon. In general, the DBC-HAR (HAR-Q) model consistently outperforms the HAR-Q

(DBC-HAR) model at h = 1 (h = 22), whereas for h = 5 the results are mixed. These

14The models are estimated using a rolling window of 1000 days.
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�ndings con�rm that the speci�cation of the DBC-HAR model is superior to that of the

HAR model, and it performs equally well as the HAR-Q model.

Figures 6 and 7 plot the one-day and one-month ahead standardized losses of the DBC-

HAR and HAR-Q models for each individual stock and the SPY against the standard

deviation of our measurement error metric, i.e. std(|RVt − RVt−22,t|). In the absence or

under constant measurement error, the average di�erence between the daily and monthly

RV would be expected to be zero, so reducing the DBC-HAR model to the HAR model.

However, we observe that the biggest forecasting gains are attained for stocks that display

larger variations in the level of the measurement error as estimated using |RVt−RVt−22,t|.

Although this �nding also applies for the HAR-Q model, Figure 6 shows that on several

occasions the standardized losses of the HAR-Q model are above 1.0.

To further examine the prediction performance of the DBC-HAR model, we partition

the sample data as two sub-samples. The �rst covers the period prior to the sub-prime

crisis, i.e. January 3, 2000 to December 29, 2006; the second covers the crisis period, i.e.

3, 2007 to December 31, 2010. The two panels of Table 5 report the out-of-sample results

for the SPY and the average of the individual stocks.15

In line with the full sample results, during the pre-crisis period (Panel A), the HAR

model is signi�cantly outperformed by both the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models. This

holds true for the SPY and stock average. For SPY, the MCS excludes the HAR model

across all frequencies and forecasting horizons, except for h = 1 using returns sampled ev-

ery 2- and 5-minutes. The statistics for the stock average con�rm the poor out-of-sample

performance of the HAR model, which is constantly excluded by the MCS irrespective of

the sampling frequency or forecasting horizon under analysis. Whether we refer to the

SPY or the stock average, we �nd that both the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models are gen-

erally retained by the MCS, and on average across all forecasting horizons and sampling

frequencies, the DBC-HAR model outperforms the HAR-Q model.

The crisis period (Panel B) shows more dispersed out-of-sample results, yet the per-

formance of both the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models dominate that of the HAR model.

15The models are also estimated using a rolling window of 615 and 350 days for the pre-crisis and
crisis period, respectively. These values represent about 35% of each sub-sample.
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These out-of-sample gains decrease as the forecasting horizon increases, although the

HAR model seldom outperforms its counterparts. In part, this is because less reliable

RVs are often found during periods of �nancial distress. Unreliable RVs make predictions

of volatility less accurate, and the greater levels of measurement error dwarf θd,t and

βd,t towards zero, so that the speci�cations quickly revert to their long-term mean. The

latter behavior is also observed in the HAR model. However, unlike the DBC-HAR and

HAR-Q models, the HAR model lacks the capacity to dynamically update the loading

of the daily estimates, so explaining how the HAR model underperforms the DBC-HAR

and HAR-Q models.

In summary, the out-of-sample results show the superiority of the DBC-HAR model

over the HAR model across both sampling frequencies and forecasting horizons. The

superior in performance is also attained when the sample data are sub-categorized by

pre-crisis and crisis period. During tranquil periods the greater persistence obtained

by allocating more weight to the daily estimate, results in bigger out-of-sample gains.

By contrast, in periods of �nancial turmoil, the time-varying nature of the DBC-HAR

model increases/decreases the weight of the daily estimate as the measurement error

decreases/increases, so rendering more accurate forecasts.

3.2.3 Multivariate Forecasts

Following the literature, we construct the realized covariances, for the 12 individual

stocks, using 10-min returns as a way of mitigating the impact of market microstructure

noise and the Epps (1979) e�ect. Table 6 reports in two panels the loss function together

with the MCS p-values �starred values indicate the models that are retained by the

MCS at the 10% level� and portfolio characteristics.16 For the latter, we report the

portfolio variance (ŵ′tFtŵt), where the weights are estimated by minimizing the global

minimum variance portfolio,17 the sharpe ratio estimated as the ratio of the average

portfolio return to the standard deviation of the portfolio return, the turnover is estimated

16The MCS is estimated using 10,000 resamples and a block length of 20 days.
17The portfolio weights are estimated as ŵ =

F−1
t ι

ι′F−1
t ι

, where ι is an N × 1 vector of ones and Ft is the

N × N matrix of forecasted covariances from a particular model. The weight equation is obtained by
solving the following constrained minimization problem ŵt = argminwt

w′tFtwt, s.t. w
′
tι = 1.
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as TOt =
∑N

n=1 |ŵn,t− ŵholdn,t |, where ŵholdn,t = ŵn,t−1
1+rn,t−1

1+rp,t−1
, the portfolio short position is

estimated as SPt =
∑N

n=1 ŵn,t1(ŵn,t < 0), and the portfolio concentration is estimated

as PCt =
√∑N

n=1 ŵ
2
n,t.

As shown in Table 6, the DBC-HAR-DRD model is always retained by the MCS across

all forecasting horizons. By contrast, the HAR-DRD model is excluded at h = 5 and

h = 22, while the HARQ-DRD is only excluded at h = 1. In comparing the performance

of the DBC-HAR-DRD and the HARQ-DRDmodels, we observe that the DBC framework

provides a superior performance at the day and week ahead, while for the month ahead

forecasts, the losses of the HARQ-DRD model are slightly better, yet this di�erence is not

signi�cant. These �ndings corroborate the importance of accounting for the measurement

error observed on the realized measures, and indicate that the DBC framework is a useful

tool for not only forecasting univariate volatility, but also at the multivariate level.

Given the importance of reliable covariance forecasts for the construction of portfo-

lio strategies, we also report various portfolio characteristics that shed light about the

investment performance based on the DBC-HAR-DRD model. It is well-known that in-

accurate forecasts lead to extreme positions with higher turnover, and as a result the

portfolio strategy is more expensive. As shown in Panel B (Table 6) the portfolio char-

acteristics of the DBC-HAR-DRD model are generally superior to that obtained by the

competing models. For instance, the portfolio variance based on the DBC-HAR-DRD

strategy is the smallest across the three strategies for h = 1 and h = 5, while it is slightly

outperformed by the HARQ-DRD at h = 22. Further along these lines, the DBC-HAR-

DRD strategy has the smallest level of portfolio turnover, meaning that the forecasts

are more stables than those obtained by their counterpart strategies. A smaller turnover

leads to cheaper strategies and therefore a risk-averse investor would maximize her wealth

after transaction costs by investing based on the DBC-HAR-DRD strategy. The Sharpe

ratio of the DBC-HAR-DRD strategy corroborates this �nding, as it generally displays

the biggest value across all forecasting horizons. The portfolio concentration and portfolio

short position are relatively similar across the three strategies.
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4 Robustness Check

4.1 Noise-robust Realized Measures

The literature generally advocates the use of 5-minutes returns as a way of mitigating

the impact of market microstructure noise (e.g. Aït-Sahalia et al., 2005; Hansen and

Lunde, 2006). However, following statistical principles, more data are preferred to less,

as more data points contain more information. Based on this principle, the literature has

proposed alternative noise-robust estimators for RV, which are meant to be more e�cient

as they use many more observations relying on pre-averaging or sub-samples techniques to

remove the market microstructure noise e�ects. In this section, we compare the forecasts

of the DBC-HARmodel to those of HARmodels based on more e�cient realized measures,

which are estimated using 1- and 2-min returns. We consider two of the most common

noise-robust estimators: the Two-Time Scale Realized Variance (TSRV) of Zhang et al.

(2005) and the Pre-averaging Realized Variance (PRV) of Jacod et al. (2009). The TSRV

is outlined as follows:

TSRVt =
1

Mk

b1/∆nc−k+1∑
i=1

|Xk+i∆n −Xi∆n|2 −
M

M

b1/∆nc∑
i=1

|∆n
iX|2, (17)

where M = (M − k + 1)/k, Mk = Nk

N/k
≈ k, Nk represents the number of observations

after using the scale k. k = [cM2/3], c is the bandwidth stated as in Zhang et al. (2005),

and M is the number of intraday observations.

The PRV takes the following form:

PRVt =
M

M − L+ 2

1

LψL2

M−L+1∑
i=0

|∆n
iX
∗|2 − ψL1 ω̂

2
AC

θ2ψL2
, (18)

where L = θ
√
M + o(M−1/4), M/(M − L + 2) is a small sample bias correction, while

the right hand side of equation (18) aims to remove the residual e�ect of noise that is

not eliminated by the pre-averaging estimator. The variance of the noise is estimated

following Oomen (2006), ω̂2
AC = − 1

M−1

∑b1/∆nc
i=2 ∆n

i−1X∆n
iX. Finally, the pre-averaging
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returns are estimated as follows:

∆n
iX
∗ =

L−1∑
j=1

g

(
j

L

)
∆n
i+jX, (19)

where g = (x ∧ 1− x). The constants associated with g are de�ned as:

ψL1 = L
L∑
j=1

[
g

(
j

L

)
− g

(
j − 1

L

)]2

, ψL2 =
1

L

L−1∑
j=1

g2

(
j

L

)
. (20)

Table 7 reports the out-of-sample results for the alternative HAR models using the noise-

robust measures and the DBC-HAR model using 5-min returns. The QLIKE losses of

the models are standardized by the loss of the DBC-HAR model. To facilitate com-

parison, we also report the results for the HAR-RV and HAR-Q models based on 5-min

returns. Whether we refer to the SPY or stock average, the DBC-HAR model consistently

outperforms the forecasts of the noise-robust adjusted HAR models across all sampling

frequencies and forecasting horizons, but the HAR-PRV at h = 22. In fact, the noise-

robust forecasts generally fail to outperform the HAR models using 5-min RV across all

the forecasting horizons. This �nding is not surprising, as shown by Liu et al. (2015),

5-min RV is very di�cult to beat. However, we observe a decrease in the out-of-sample

performance of the noise-robust based forecasts as the time-interval increases, which in-

dicates that more data increases the e�ciency of these estimators. Eventually, higher

sampling frequencies might increase their out-of-sample accuracy.

4.2 Alternative Functional Forms for the Measurement Error

Metric

An alternative estimate of the relative magnitude of the measurement error is to use a

logarithmic and square root transformation of the daily and monthly RV. Our choice for

using level daily and monthly RV is motivated by the fact that logarithmic and square

root transformations alter the distribution of our variables, reducing their right skewness.

That reduction in skewness decreases the spread between the two variables, which can
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make the measurement error look more homoskedastic. However, the square root has a

weaker e�ect than the logarithmic; hence, we should expect the square root to perform

closer to our original metric than its logarithmic counterpart.

The transformed DBC-HAR models are outlined below:

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βd + α| logRVt − logRVt−22,t|)RVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + εt+h,

(21)

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βd + α|
√
RVt −

√
RVt−22,t|)RVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + εt+h, (22)

where the DBC-HAR-log and DBC-HAR-sqrt models use the logarithmic and square root

transformation as shown in equations (21) and (22), respectively.

The out-of-sample results for these forecasts are reported in Table 8. The QLIKE

losses are standardized by the losses of the DBC-HAR model. Bold numbers highlight

the best DBC-HAR speci�cation, and for comparison we also report the HAR and HAR-Q

models. Although the logarithmic transformation generally fails to outperform the square

root and level version of the metric, the DBC-HAR-log model normally outperforms the

HAR model. The decrease in performance of the DBC-HAR-log model is expected as

the reduction in the spread spuriously mitigates the impact of the measurement error.

On the other hand, the DBC-HAR-sqrt model performs well throughout our analysis,

albeit the DBC-HAR model generally dominates across forecasting horizon and sampling

frequency.

4.3 Alternative Forecasting Models

4.3.1 Alternative DBC-HAR Models

Since the DBC-HAR model provides a simple correction based on the absolute di�er-

ent between short-term (daily) and long-term (monthly) volatility, its extension to more

sophisticated models is straightforward. For instance, one can modify the HAR-J model
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proposed by Andersen et al. (2007) and obtain the DBC-HAR-J model as follows:

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βd + α|RVt −RVt−22,t|)RVt + βwRVt−5,t + βmRVt−22,t + βJdJt + εt+h.

(23)

Similarly, the HAR-CJ of Andersen et al. (2007) can be adapted to the DBC-HAR struc-

ture. However the di�erence between the short- and long-term variance is based on an

estimator of the integrated variation rather than the usual RV. The DBC-HAR-CJ model

is outlined as follows:

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βCd
+ α|Ct − Ct−22,t|)Ct + βCwCt−5,t + βCmCt−22,t+

βJdJt + βJwJt−5,t + βJmJt−22,t + εt+h.

(24)

To identify jumps in the price process we use the jump test proposed by Barndor�-Nielsen

and Shephard (2006), which takes the following form:

Zt =
1−BVt/RVt√

0.61∆n max(1, TPQt/BV 2
t )
∼ N (0, 1), (25)

where BVt and TPQt are the respective realized bipower variation and realized tripower

quarticity, which estimate the integrated variation and integrated quarticity.

BVt = µ−2
1

b1/∆nc
b1/∆nc − 1

b1/∆nc∑
i=2

|∆n
iX||∆n

i−1X|
p−→
∫ t

0

σ2
sds, (26)

TPQt = b1/∆ncµ−3
4/3

b1/∆nc
b1/∆nc − 2

b1/∆nc∑
i=3

|∆n
iX|4/3|∆n

i−1X|4/3|∆n
i−2X|4/3

p−→
∫ t

0

σ4
sds, (27)

where µp ≡ 2p/2Γ((p+ 1)/2)/Γ(1/2), for p > 0. Ct and Jt are estimated as follows:

Ct = RVt · 1(Zt = 0) +BVt · 1(Zt = 1), (28)

Jt = (RVt −BVt) · 1(Zt = 1), (29)
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with 1(·) being an indicator function. The Continuous HAR (CHAR) model extended to

our time-varying set up, which we term DBC-CHAR model, is outlined as follows:

RVt,t+h = β0 + (βCd
+ α|Ct − Ct−22,t|)Ct + βCwCt−5,t + βCmCt−22,t + εt+h. (30)

Table 9 reports the 1-day ahead in-sample �t for the alternative DBC-HAR models and

their benchmark counterparts. We observe an increase in the daily estimate which is

almost 3 times bigger than those of their benchmark models. This con�rms that DBC-

HAR models allocate more weight to the daily lag. In addition, the standard errors of the

daily estimates are reduced signi�cantly, implying that the daily coe�cients of the DBC-

HAR models are more informative. This dynamic allocation of weight o�ers a better

model speci�cation, leading to an increase of about 4 percentage points in the adjusted

R2s. Moreover, the Rivers and Vuong test rejects the null of equal predicting ability

in favor of all the alternative DBC-HAR models, highlighting the substantial in-sample

increments for models accounting for the measurement error.

As reported in Table 10, out-of-sample results of the alternative HAR models corrob-

orate the in-sample performance. This means that the DBC-HAR models signi�cantly

outperform their benchmark models. This �nding is supported by the Giacomini and

White (2006) test, which �nds the losses of the alternative DBC-HAR models to be sig-

ni�cantly smaller than those of their benchmark models. Similarly, the MCS usually

retains all the extended DBC-HAR models, while excluding their baseline models. For

instance, the HAR-CJ and CHAR models are always excluded across sampling frequen-

cies, as opposed to the DBC-HAR-CJ and DBC-CHAR models that are always retained

by the MCS.

4.3.2 Alternative GARCH Models

Our implementation is not only limited to autoregressive models. The simple correc-

tion a�orded by our metric o�ers a straightforward extension to other families of volatility

models such as the (G)ARCH family proposed by Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986). In

this section, we show that GARCH models improve their in- and out-of-sample perfor-
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mance when they account for the measurement error observed in RV. Let σ̂2
t be a realized

measure of the variance such as RV and νt = Et−1[σ̂2
t ] its conditional expectation at time

(t− 1). To simplify notations and comparisons we only consider the (1, 1) speci�cation.

The GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986) is then outlined as follows:

νt+h = ω + βνt + πRVt. (31)

Similarly the DBC-GARCH model takes the following form:

νt+h = ω + βνt + (π + αςt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φt

RVt,

ςt = |RVt −RVt−22,t|.

(32)

The GJR-GARCH model of Glosten et al. (1993) is described as:18

νt+h = ω + βνt + πRVt + γR2
t1 (Rt < 0) . (33)

The DBC-GJR-GARCH modi�es the original model as follows:

νt+h = ω + βνt + (π + αςt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
φt

RVt + γR2
t1 (Rt < 0) ,

ςt = |RVt −RVt−22,t|.

(34)

We refrain from using the GARCH-X structure motivated by Engle (2002), who shows

that, when a GARCH-X model is created by adding a realized measure, the ARCH

parameter is close to zero, in consequence of the realized measure subsuming most of

the information. The conditional variances are estimated using a Gaussian quasi log-

likelihood function that is given by:

L = −
T∑
t=1

[
log ht +

σ̂2
t

ht

]
(35)

18Rt represents the daily returns, which are estimated as Rt =
∑b1/∆nc
i=1 rt,i.
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Table 11 reports the in-sample estimates of the GARCH and alternative GARCH speci-

�cations for the SPY along with the log-likelihood, BIC, and 1-day ahead out-of-sample

standardized QLIKE loss. The bottom panel reports the log-likelihood, BIC, and the

standardized QLIKE loss as an average of all the individual stocks. The general pattern

in the results is similar to that found in the DBC-HAR models, where the BIC indicates

that our proposed DBC-GARCH and DBC-GJR improve on the �t of their standard

counterparts. In addition, there is an increase in the persistence level of our models

and a decrease in the standard errors of their parameters. The out-of-sample standard-

ized QLIKE losses indicate that the better in-sample �tting directly translates in more

accurate volatility forecasts, with improvements between 0.8 and 2 percentage points.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a simple model correction that successfully accounts for the dilution

bias induced by the errors-in-variable problem of RV-based forecasting models. We have

shown that the absolute di�erence between the daily and monthly RV is proportional to

the relative magnitude of these errors. Therefore, our proposed models improve upon the

in- and out-of-sample performance of standard volatility forecasting models, by allowing

the daily autoregressive coe�cient to vary as a function of the measurement error. This

results in more responsive forecasts with greater persistence on days where the RV is

more precisely estimated, and faster mean-reversion forecasts on days where the RV is

unreliable.

Implementing our model correction in the SPY and 12 individual stocks for an 11-

year period, we were able to show substantial improvements in the �t of the models

together with a decrease in the standard errors of the coe�cients. The better �t of the

models directly translates into more accurate both univariate and multivariate out-of-

sample forecasts, which signi�cantly outperform standard HAR(Q) and HAR(Q)-DRD

speci�cations. Implementing portfolio allocation using the DBC-HAR-DRDmodel results

in more stable portfolios with smaller both turnover and portfolio variance and a higher
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Sharpe ratio. Thus, an investor would maximize her wealth after transaction costs by

investing using the DBC-HAR-DRD strategy.

Finally, we show using several robustness checks that these �ndings hold true across

various sampling frequencies, di�erent forecasting horizons, and when sub-samples of the

data were used to distinguish between pre-crisis and crisis periods.
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A Tables and Figures

Table 1: Simulation Results

HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR

h = 1 h = 5 h = 22

In-Sample R2
adj

1-min 0.229 0.244 0.245 0.218 0.219 0.221 0.359 0.359 0.360

2-min 0.216 0.239 0.239 0.218 0.219 0.222 0.360 0.360 0.361

5-min 0.212 0.219 0.220 0.206 0.208 0.212 0.343 0.343 0.346

10-min 0.175 0.196 0.192 0.190 0.200 0.202 0.332 0.334 0.334

15-min 0.166 0.177 0.177 0.195 0.199 0.199 0.339 0.342 0.342

Out-of-Sample QLIKE

1-min 1.000 0.973 0.969 1.000 0.992 0.988 1.000 0.988 0.985

2-min 1.000 0.978 0.973 1.000 0.996 0.985 1.000 0.988 0.987

5-min 1.000 0.993 0.983 1.000 0.989 0.986 1.000 0.989 0.987

10-min 1.000 0.982 0.984 1.000 0.992 0.987 1.000 0.988 0.986

15-min 1.000 1.000 0.998 1.000 0.993 0.987 1.000 0.989 0.985

Mean Lag

1-min 6.375 4.810 4.573 9.164 8.672 8.273 10.663 10.632 10.210

2-min 6.499 4.695 4.436 9.322 8.766 8.366 10.672 10.553 10.194

5-min 6.368 5.436 5.107 9.131 8.644 8.068 10.660 10.435 10.031

10-min 6.593 4.930 4.910 9.159 8.037 7.885 10.761 10.311 10.189

15-min 6.850 5.562 5.495 8.971 8.224 8.164 10.765 10.222 10.238

Persistence

1-min 0.755 0.938 0.917 0.644 0.675 0.692 0.598 0.600 0.617

2-min 0.752 0.973 0.940 0.647 0.683 0.698 0.599 0.605 0.620

5-min 0.741 0.834 0.839 0.632 0.661 0.686 0.585 0.595 0.610

10-min 0.714 0.845 0.833 0.618 0.675 0.678 0.576 0.594 0.597

15-min 0.716 0.820 0.808 0.620 0.661 0.659 0.582 0.605 0.602

Note: The table reports the adjusted R2 as a measure of the in-sample �t for the di�erent models,

along with the average out-of-sample QLIKE loss, which is standardized by the loss of the HAR model.

The persistence of the models are estimated as (βd + βw + βm), while the mean lag is estimated as∑22
i=1 ibi/

∑22
i=1 bi, and bi represents the value at each lag; i.e. b1 = βd + βw/5 + βm/22, and b6 = βm/22.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics

Panel A: RVt Panel B: |RVt −RVt−22,t| Panel C: (RVt −RVt−22,t)
+ Panel D: (RVt −RVt−22,t)

−

Company Ticker Obs Mean St. Dev. Min Max obs Mean St. Dev. Min Max Obs Mean St. Dev. Min Max Obs Mean St. Dev. Min Max

S&P 500 ETF SPY 2767 1.325 2.678 0.041 59.863 2746 0.669 1.862 0.000 49.432 1066 0.853 2.649 0.000 49.432 1680 -0.553 1.087 -15.049 0.000

American Express AXP 2767 5.497 11.125 0.088 299.968 2746 2.757 7.660 0.000 250.039 1046 3.601 11.087 0.000 250.039 1700 -2.238 4.299 -47.725 0.000

DuPont DD 2767 3.495 4.779 0.100 83.487 2746 1.510 3.053 0.000 66.703 1054 1.936 4.323 0.000 66.703 1692 -1.245 1.820 -22.864 0.000

Disney DIS 2767 3.907 5.920 0.221 145.706 2746 1.726 4.239 0.000 131.016 1020 2.296 6.376 0.000 131.016 1726 -1.390 2.067 -21.554 -0.001

Home Depot HD 2767 4.129 5.644 0.201 103.477 2746 1.825 3.553 0.000 82.872 1060 2.334 4.950 0.004 82.872 1686 -1.504 2.214 -24.340 0.000

IBM IBM 2767 2.597 4.200 0.102 71.293 2746 1.237 2.767 0.000 54.149 1078 1.547 3.874 0.002 54.149 1668 -1.036 1.676 -17.889 0.000

Coca-Cola KO 2767 1.988 2.994 0.046 58.808 2746 0.856 2.022 0.000 50.959 1035 1.112 2.960 0.000 50.959 1711 -0.700 1.095 -12.800 -0.001

McDonald's MCD 2767 2.917 5.164 0.087 161.156 2746 1.408 4.283 0.000 150.089 1017 1.864 6.709 0.000 150.089 1729 -1.140 1.576 -17.221 0.000

3M MMM 2767 2.378 3.809 0.082 91.955 2746 1.101 2.654 0.000 79.198 1066 1.400 3.822 0.001 79.198 1680 -0.912 1.470 -20.425 0.000

Merck MRK 2767 3.151 6.341 0.137 223.255 2746 1.714 5.311 0.000 208.576 978 2.385 8.432 0.000 208.576 1768 -1.343 2.030 -21.198 -0.001

Microsoft MSFT 2767 3.336 4.478 0.083 62.386 2746 1.449 2.775 0.000 48.735 1111 1.756 3.713 0.000 48.735 1635 -1.240 1.861 -19.453 0.000

Procter & Gamble PG 2767 1.862 2.997 0.105 70.015 2746 0.900 2.121 0.000 60.119 1032 1.139 3.084 0.000 60.119 1714 -0.756 1.196 -13.880 -0.001

Exxon Mobil XOM 2767 2.452 4.754 0.155 141.130 2746 1.171 3.470 0.000 119.346 1071 1.483 4.928 0.004 119.346 1675 -0.972 2.029 -29.086 0.000

Note: The table reports the summary statistics for the RV of all the stocks and SPY, along with the summary statistics for the absolute di�erence between the daily and monthly RV, and the summary

statistics for the positive, (RVt −RVt−22,t)
+, and negative, (RVt −RVt−22,t)

−, di�erence between the daily and monthly RV.
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Table 3: In-sample Fit SPY and Stock Average

HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR

h = 1 h = 5 h = 22

β0 0.123 −0.015 0.006 0.191 0.107 0.140 0.383 0.320 0.343

s.e. (0.073) (0.077) (0.072) (0.078) (0.079) (0.083) (0.084) (0.082) (0.084)

βd 0.226 0.666 0.592 0.177 0.443 0.335 0.102 0.300 0.225

s.e. (0.105) (0.106) (0.087) (0.055) (0.122) (0.098) (0.022) (0.090) (0.082)

βw 0.452 0.306 0.334 0.372 0.284 0.321 0.353 0.287 0.314

s.e. (0.155) (0.124) (0.128) (0.112) (0.109) (0.109) (0.119) (0.098) (0.099)

βm 0.227 0.104 0.119 0.304 0.229 0.257 0.251 0.196 0.215

s.e. (0.107) (0.123) (0.122) (0.108) (0.118) (0.117) (0.099) (0.112) (0.115)

βdQ −0.007 −0.004 −0.003

s.e. (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)

α −0.013 −0.006 −0.004

s.e. (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Mean Lag 4.633 2.583 2.831 5.615 4.113 4.659 5.736 4.359 4.826

Persistence 0.905 1.075 1.044 0.853 0.956 0.913 0.706 0.783 0.753

R2
adj 0.508 0.553? 0.544? 0.631 0.655? 0.641? 0.554 0.571? 0.561?

Average Stocks

Mean Lag 5.983 4.525 4.421 6.117 4.741 4.685 6.391 5.051 5.042

Persistence 0.887 0.986 0.988 0.837 0.907 0.897 0.707 0.768 0.750

R̄2
Adj 0.465 0.492 0.494 0.596 0.620 0.622 0.545 0.562 0.565

Note: The table reports the in-sample parameter estimates and measures of �t for the HAR-RV, HAR-Q and DBC-HAR

models at the h = 1 (day), h = 5 (week), and h = 22 (monthly) horizons using 5 minutes returns. The �rst panel reports

parameter estimates for the SPY with robust standard errors in parentheses, along with the mean lag, persistence and

adjusted R2's. The bottom panel summarizes the measure of �t, mean lag and persistence level as an average across all

of the individual stocks. Starred values indicate that the in-sample losses of the models are signi�cantly smaller relative

to the losses of the HAR model based on the Rivers and Vuong (2002) test at the 5% con�dence level.
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Table 4: Out-of-sample Relative QLIKE and MCS p-values

HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR

QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS

Panel A: 2 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.309? 1.088 0.071 0.958 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.951? 0.997 1.000? 1.016 0.875?

h = 22 1.000 0.021 0.967 0.570? 0.957 1.000?

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 5 [0, 1] 0.962 8 [0, 1] 0.931 12 [0.3, 1]

h = 5 1.000 6 [0, 0.7] 0.922 12 [0.5, 1] 0.924 12 [0.2, 1]

h = 22 1.000 8 [0, 0.3] 0.956 10 [0, 1] 0.963 11 [0, 1]

Panel B: 5 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.046 1.018 0.000 0.942 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.084 0.956 0.114? 0.928 1.000?

h = 22 1.000 0.000 0.959 0.415? 0.939 1.000?

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 7 [0, 1] 0.973 9 [0, 1] 0.954 12 [0.6, 1]

h = 5 1.000 5 [0, 1] 0.948 12 [0.3, 1] 0.961 11 [0, 1]

h = 22 1.000 9 [0, 0.7] 0.953 11 [0.1, 1] 0.962 12 [0.3, 1]

Panel C: 10 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.363? 1.131 0.067 0.965 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.006 0.974 0.255? 0.942 1.000?

h = 22 1.000 0.037 0.948 1.000? 0.965 0.510?

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 7 [0, 1] 0.999 7 [0, 1] 0.971 12 [0.1, 1]

h = 5 1.000 7 [0, 1] 0.964 12 [0.1, 1] 0.950 12 [0.3, 1]

h = 22 1.000 5 [0, 0.5] 0.945 12 [0.4, 1] 0.969 10 [0, 1]

Note: This table reports the out-of-sample QLIKE losses and the p-values of the Model

Con�dence Set (MCS). The losses are standardized by the loss of the HAR model. Each

panel is split in two sub-panels. The top sub-panel reports the relative loss and the MCS's

p-value. The starred values indicates the model(s) that are retained by the MCS. the bottom

sub-panel reports the average relative loss across all of the individual stocks and the number of

stocks for which each model has been retained by the MCS (in squares brackets we report the

lowest/highest pvalue). The signi�cance level of the MCS is set to zα = 10% and use 10,000

bootstrap resamples (with a block length of 20 days).
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Table 5: Out-of-sample Results � Regimes

HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR HAR HAR-Q DBC-HAR

QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS QLIKE MCS

Panel A: Pre-Crisis Period Panel B: Crisis Period

Sub-panel A.1: 2 minutes Sampling Frequency Sub-panel B.1: 2 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.230? 0.969 0.966? 0.969 1.000? 1.000 0.603? 1.119 0.603? 0.902 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.007 0.960 0.014 0.883 1.000? 1.000 0.006 0.928 1.000? 0.943 0.682?

h = 22 1.000 0.002 0.930 0.112? 0.864 1.000? 1.000 0.756? 0.988 1.000? 1.023 0.411?

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 5 [0, 1] 0.960 12 [0.1, 1] 0.963 10 [0, 1] 1.000 2 [0, 1] 0.914 11 [0.03, 1] 0.882 9 [0.01, 1]

h = 5 1.000 1 [0, 0.25] 0.908 10 [0.02, 1] 0.914 10 [0, 1] 1.000 4 [0, 0.9] 0.860 12 [0.6, 1] 0.928 8 [0, 1]

h = 22 1.000 2 [0, 0.3] 0.913 9 [0, 1] 0.912 10 [0, 1] 1.000 8 [0.05, 1] 0.958 12 [0.2, 1] 0.983 9 [0.05, 1]

Sub-panel A.2: 5 minutes Sampling Frequency Sub-panel B.2: 5 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.138? 0.977 0.305? 0.960 1.000? 1.000 0.072 0.881 0.972? 0.879 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.001 0.942 0.002 0.848 1.000? 1.000 0.827? 0.957 1.000? 0.975 0.827?

h = 22 1.000 0.000 0.849 0.269? 0.826 1.000? 1.000 1.000? 1.020 0.609? 1.030 0.528?

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 6 [0, 1] 0.965 12 [0.25, 1] 0.966 11 [0.04, 1] 1.000 7 [0, 1] 0.965 11 [0.01, 1] 0.950 12 [0.13, 1]

h = 5 1.000 2 [0,0.4] 0.915 11 [0.03, 1] 0.922 10 [0, 1] 1.000 8 [0, 1] 0.918 12 [0.3, 1] 0.980 10 [0.04, 1]

h = 22 1.000 1 [0, 0.3] 0.911 9 [0, 1] 0.917 8 [0, 1] 1.000 12 [0.2, 1] 0.987 12 [0.2, 1] 1.015 11 [0.09, 1]

Sub-panel A.3: 10 minutes Sampling Frequency Sub-panel B.3: 10 minutes Sampling Frequency

SPY

h = 1 1.000 0.034 0.955 0.968? 0.960 1.000? 1.000 0.848? 1.021 0.848? 0.966 1.000?

h = 5 1.000 0.002 0.898 0.121? 0.848 1.000? 1.000 0.043 0.912 1.000? 0.915 0.967?

h = 22 1.000 0.000 0.830 0.616? 0.826 1.000? 1.000 0.059 0.929 1.000? 1.097 0.059

Avg. Stocks

h = 1 1.000 6 [0, 1] 0.965 12 [0.22, 1] 0.966 11 [0.02, 1] 1.000 10 [0, 1] 1.050 9 [0.2, 1] 1.001 12 [0.12, 1]

h = 5 1.000 2 [0, 0.7] 0.922 11 [0.02, 1] 0.933 9 [0, 1] 1.000 6 [0, 1] 0.937 12 [0.7, 1] 0.991 10[0, 0.7]

h = 22 1.000 0 [0, 0.08] 0.906 9 [0.01, 1] 0.926 8 [0, 1] 1.000 10 [0.03, 1] 0.967 12 [0.6, 1] 0.997 9 [0.06, 8]

Note: The table report the out-of-sample standardized QLIKE losses and p-values of the Model Con�dence Set (MCS). Each panel is split in three sub-panels

that report results for 3 di�erent sampling frequencies. Starred values in the SPY indicate the retained models by the MCS, while for the average stocks the

MCS column reports the number of stocks for which each model has been retained by the MCS (in square brackets we report the lowest/highest p-value). The

signi�cance level of the MCS is set to zα = 10%, and use 10,000 bootstrap resamples (with a block length of 20 days).
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Table 6: Multivariate Out-of-sample Results and Portfolio Characteristics

HAR-DRD HARQ-DRD DBC-HAR-DRD HAR-DRD HARQ-DRD DBC-HAR-DRD HAR-DRD HARQ-DRD DBC-HAR-DRD

h = 1 h = 5 h = 22

Panel A: Loss Function

QLIKE 6.103 6.179 6.080 2.765 2.735 2.697 2.556 2.434 2.473

MCS 0.520? 0.005 1.000? 0.059 0.075 1.000? 0.004 1.000? 0.925?

Panel B: Portfolio Characteristics

Portfolio Variance 0.615 0.645 0.602 0.621 0.597 0.570 0.611 0.583 0.591

Sharpe Ratio 0.043 0.044 0.046 0.041 0.045 0.046 0.044 0.050 0.048

Turnover 0.543 0.595 0.536 0.468 0.463 0.403 0.375 0.320 0.314

Short Position −0.096 −0.092 −0.087 −0.080 −0.088 −0.083 −0.079 −0.074 −0.071

Portfolio Concentration 0.465 0.476 0.447 0.440 0.459 0.448 0.428 0.439 0.433

Note: The table reports in two panels the loss function together with the MCS p-values and the portfolio characteristics which are reported as an average over the

out-of-sample period. Starred values indicate the models that are retained by the MCS at the 10% level. The portfolio variance is estimated as Vp = ŵ′tFtŵt. The sharpe

ratio is estimated as the ratio of the average portfolio return to the standard deviation of the portfolio return, the turnover is estimated as TOt =
∑N

n=1 |ŵn,t − ŵholdn,t |,

where ŵholdn,t = ŵn,t−1
1+ri,t−1

1+rp,t−1
, the portfolio short position is estimated as SPt =

∑N
n=1 ŵn,t1(ŵn,t < 0), and the portfolio concentration is estimated as PCt =

√∑N
n=1 ŵ

2
n,t.
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Table 7: Alternative Noise-robust Realized Measures

h = 1 h = 5 h = 22 h = 1 h = 5 h = 22

Panel A: 1-min Panel B: 2-min

SPY

HAR-PRV 1.261 1.168 1.228 1.379 1.038 0.934

HAR-TSRV 1.263 1.234 1.200 1.627 1.225 0.990

HAR-RV 1.062 1.077 1.065 1.062 1.077 1.065

HAR-Q 1.081 1.030 1.021 1.081 1.030 1.021

DBC-HAR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Individual Stocks

HAR-PRV 1.309 1.203 1.074 1.424 1.298 1.050

HAR-TSRV 1.647 1.480 1.264 2.052 1.564 1.275

HAR-RV 1.051 1.046 1.041 1.051 1.046 1.041

HAR-Q 1.020 0.988 0.991 1.020 0.988 0.991

DBC-HAR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Note: This table reports the out-of-sample forecasts of HAR models using al-

ternative noise-robust realized measures for the SPY and the average of all the

individual stocks. The losses of the models are standardized by the loss of the

DBC-HAR model, and bold numbers highlight the best model speci�cation. The

HAR-PRV and HAR-TSRV models are estimated using 1-min and 2-min on Panel

A and B, respectively. On the other hand, the HAR-RV, HAR-Q, and DBC-HAR

models rely on 5-min returns.
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Table 8: Measurement Error Transformations

h = 1 h = 5 h = 22 h = 1 h = 5 h = 22 h = 1 h = 5 h = 22

2-min 5-min 10-min

SPY

HAR 1.044 0.984 1.045 1.062 1.077 1.065 1.036 1.062 1.036

HAR-Q 1.136 0.980 1.010 1.081 1.030 1.021 1.171 1.034 0.982

DBC-HAR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

DBC-HAR-log 1.062 0.966 1.010 1.035 1.028 1.012 1.050 1.070 1.020

DBC-HAR-sqrt 1.245 0.998 0.989 1.010 1.028 1.048 0.963 1.000 1.002

Stock Avg.

HAR 1.077 1.085 1.040 1.051 1.046 1.041 1.033 1.056 1.033

HAR-Q 1.031 0.998 0.994 1.020 0.988 0.991 1.030 1.014 0.976

DBC-HAR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

DBC-HAR-log 1.037 1.032 1.002 1.026 1.017 1.008 1.018 1.033 1.001

DBC-HAR-sqrt 1.002 0.977 1.000 1.000 0.985 1.000 1.010 1.004 0.987

Note: This table reports the out-of-sample forecasts losses for the DBC-HARmodels using alternative metrics

for the measurement error. The losses are standardized by the losses of the DBC-HAR model, and we also

include the HAR-Q model to facilitate the comparison. The bottom panel reports the average standardized

losses for all the individual stocks under analysis. Bold numbers highlight the best DBC-HAR performance.
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Table 9: In-Sample Fit SPY � Alternative DBC-HAR Models

HAR-J DBC-HAR-J HAR-CJ DBC-HAR-CJ CHAR DBC-CHAR

β0 0.124 0.004 0.127 0.014 0.127 0.010

s.e. (0.073) (0.072) (0.074) (0.073) (0.072) (0.074)

βd 0.231 0.613 0.224 0.599

s.e. (0.110) (0.089) (0.111) (0.087)

βw 0.450 0.326 0.469 0.350

s.e. (0.157) (0.132) (0.162) (0.138)

βm 0.228 0.118 0.227 0.111

s.e. (0.107) (0.123) (0.108) (0.118)

βCd
0.219 0.599

s.e. (0.112) (0.089)

βCw 0.484 0.365

s.e. (0.162) (0.139)

βCm 0.224 0.118

s.e. (0.097) (0.111)

βJd −0.238 −0.517 0.278 0.159

s.e. (0.269) (0.255) (0.246) (0.283)

βJw −1.125 −1.295

s.e. (0.641) (0.684)

βJm 0.412 −0.101

s.e. (1.779) (1.450)

α −0.013 −0.013 −0.013

s.e. (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

R2
adj 0.508 0.546? 0.511 0.548? 0.510 0.547?

Note: The table reports the 1-day ahead in-sample parameter estimates with robust

standard error in parenthesis for the alternative DBC-HAR models and their benchmark

counterpart. The last row reports the adjusted R2 of the models and starred values

indicate that in-sample losses of the alternative DBC-HAR models are signi�cantly

smaller relative to their benchmark counterpart based on the Rivers and Vuong (2002)

at the 5% con�dence level.
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Table 10: DBC-HAR under Alternative HAR Models

h = 1 MCS h = 5 MCS h = 22 MCS

HAR 1.000 0.541? 1.000 0.282? 1.000 0.034

HAR-Q 1.018 0.541? 0.956 0.282? 0.959 0.555?

DBC-HAR 0.942 0.548? 0.928 0.282? 0.939 0.555?

HAR-J 0.998 0.541? 0.989 0.282? 0.985 0.035

DBC-HAR-J 0.939?? 1.000? 0.923?? 1.000? 0.920?? 1.000?

HAR-CJ 1.087 0.003 1.265 0.000 0.990 0.035

DBC-HAR-CJ 1.006?? 0.262? 1.194?? 0.004 0.950?? 0.555?

CHAR 1.078 0.004 1.161 0.004 1.199 0.000

DBC-CHAR 0.955?? 0.548? 1.075?? 0.282? 1.124?? 0.005

Note: The table reports the QLIKE loss function standardized by the loss of the

HAR model for the SPY across forecasting horizon. The realized measures are

estimated using 5 minutes returns. Bold numbers highlight the best two perfor-

mances. The MCS column shows the p-value for each model, and starred values

indicate the retained models by the MCS. The signi�cance level of the MCS is set

to zα = 10%, and use 10,000 bootstrap resamples (with a block length of 20 days).

Finally, double-starred values indicate that the alternative DBC-HAR models sig-

ni�cantly outperform their counterparts based on the Giacomini and White (2006)

test at the 5% con�dence level.
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Table 11: In- and Out-of-sample Performance of Alternative GARCH Models

GARCH(1,1) DBC-GARCH(1,1) GJR-GARCH(1,1,1) DBC-GJR-GARCH(1,1,1)

ω 0.018 0.019 0.018 0.016

(0.000) (0.002) (0.000) (0.000)

β 0.498 0.502 0.587 0.593

(0.037) (0.026) (0.072) (0.034)

π 0.502 0.498 0.343 0.347

(0.027) (0.028) (0.069) (0.027)

γ 0.1192 0.120

(0.001) (0.002)

α -0.008 -0.008

(0.000) (0.000)

L -2127.929 -2125.264 -2098.032 -2094.858

BIC 1.551 1.549 1.530 1.528

QLIKE 1.000 0.992 1.000 0.990

Individual Stocks

L -4786.927 -4778.403 -4740.815 -4738.392

BIC 3.488 3.482 3.455 3.453

QLIKE 1.000 0.980 1.000 0.984

Note: The table reports the 1-day ahead in-sample estimates with robust standard errors in paren-

thesis, the log-likelihood, and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) for both the GARCH and

alternative GARCH speci�cations. The out-of-sample QLIKE loss is standardized by the benchmark

model of each speci�cation, and it is reported at the bottom of the top panel. The bottom panel

reports the results for the individual stocks as an average across all of the stocks. L , BIC, and

QLIKE indicate the average values of the log-likelihood, Bayesian Information Criterion, and the

standardized QLIKE loss.
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Figure 1: Estimation Error of Daily, Weekly, and Monthly RV

Note: This �gure plots the simulated distribution RV/IV − 1. The left panel plots the results for
daily RV, while middle and right panels show the results for weekly and monthly RV. The top,
middle, and bottom panels are based on 2-min, 5-min, and 10-min returns, respectively.

Figure 2: DBC-HAR and HAR-Q Time-varying Parameters
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Note: This �gure plots the time-varying parameter of the DBC-HAR and HAR-Q models against
their respective metric of the measurement error. The black horizontal line plots the constant
daily parameter of the HAR model.
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Figure 3: 95% Con�dence Bands for AXP along with Daily and Monthly RV
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Note: This �gure plots the RV of AXP using the 95% con�dence bands on the left panel, while
the right panel plots the daily and monthly RV. The period correspond to ten consecutive days
around the day with the largest RV.

Figure 4: Time-Varying vs Constant Daily Estimates � SPY
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Note: This �gure illustrates in the top panel the time-varying dynamics of the the DBC-HAR (θd,t)
and HAR-Q (βd,t) daily estimates versus the constant daily estimate of the HAR model (black
dashed line). The middle panel plots the daily and monthly RV, whereas the bottom panel depicts
the 1-day ahead forecasts of the HAR, DBC-HAR and the HAR-Q models compared to the ex-post
RV. The left (right) panels plot ten succesive trading days for the pre-crisis (crisis) period.
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Figure 5: Time-Varying vs Constant Daily Estimates � IBM
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Note: This �gure illustrates in the top panel the time-varying dynamics of the the DBC-HAR (θd,t)
and HAR-Q (βd,t) daily estimates versus the constant daily estimate of the HAR model (black dashed
line). The middle panel plots the daily and monthly RV, whereas the bottom panel depicts the 1-day
ahead forecasts of the HAR, DBC-HAR and the HAR-Q models compared to the ex-post RV. The
left (right) panels plot ten succesive trading days for the pre-crisis (crisis) period.
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Figure 6: Individual Standardized Losses, h = 1
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Note: This �gure plots the one-day ahead standardized losses of the DBC-HAR and
HAR-Q models for each individual stock and the SPY against the standard deviation of
the absolute di�erence between the daily and monthly RV.

Figure 7: Individual Standardized Losses, h = 22
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Note: This �gure plots the one-month ahead standardized losses of the DBC-HAR and
HAR-Q models for each individual stock and the SPY against the standard deviation of
of the absolute di�erence between the daily and monthly RV.
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